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Abstract—The 6TiSCH working group is standardizing the
low-power wireless protocol stack for the Industrial IoT. The
default scheduling function (SF0) standardized by 6TiSCH uses
simple random slot selection. This paper proposes the Low
Latency Scheduling Function (LLSF), a new scheduling function
which daisy-chains timeslots rather than picking them randomly.
We implement LLSF in OpenWSN and evaluate its performance
experimentally. LLSF yields 82.8% lower end-to-end latency on
a 5-hop path than SF0, at no extra costs.
Keywords-6TiSCH, Time Synchronized Channel Hopping,
Scheduling Function, 6top, Latency.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The IETF 6TiSCH [1] standardization working group
defines how to combine the industrial performance of
IEEE802.15.4e [2] with the ease of use of IPv6. As the
core of 6TiSCH, the Time Synchronized Channel Hopping
(TSCH) mode of IEEE802.15.4e requires a protocol to man-
age the schedule of the nodes in network. 6TiSCH defines
the 6top Protocol (6P) [3], which allows neighbor nodes to
directly negotiate with one another to modify their com-
munication schedules locally. Yet, 6P doesnot define the
“policy” (i.e. the algorithm) which decides (req1) when a
node should schedule/un-schedule timeslots to its neighbor and
(req2) which timeslots to pick. The scheduling function zero
(SF0) [4], defined by 6TiSCH, is the simplest possible policy.
However, SF0only focuses onreq1 (“when should a node
schedule/unschedule timeslots to its neighbor”), not on req2
(“which timeslots should it pick”).
This paper introduces a new Scheduling Function, called
“Low-Latency Scheduling Function” (LLSF). When nodeA
schedules a timeslot to nodeB, rather than picking the timeslot
randomly, it daisy-chains the timeslots used in a multi-hop
path. LLSF reduces the end-to-end latency on a 5-hop path by
82.8% compared to SF0, withno additional overhead.
II. L OW LATENCY SCHEDULING FUNCTION (LLSF)
Fig. 1 illustrates LLSF.F monitors the number of packets
it generates, and determines that an additional (transmission)
timeslot needs to be scheduled toE. At the first hop, LLSF
selects a cellrandomlyamong the unscheduled timeslots in the
slotframe. As part of the 6P negotiation,E installs the same
timeslot (as a reception slot) asF. Now, E needs to schedule
an additional (transmission) timeslot toD. Fig. 2 depicts the
schedule ofE at that point in time. Each cell in the figure
Fig. 1. A generic TSCH network rooted in DAGrootA. Without loss of
generality, we use the highlighted multi-hop path to illustrate how LLSF
works.
represent a timeslot, with the first timeslot on the left. Node
E has 3 reception slots fromF (slot 2, 5 and 97).
LLSF schedules the transmission slot in a 3-step process:
(1) for each reception slot from the previous hop, determine
the number of slots (the “gap”) between that and the previous
reception slot from the same neighbor (in Fig. 2, the gap
between slots 5 and 97 is 91 slots wide).(2) pick the slot
which has the largest gap to its left (slot 97 in Fig. 2).(3) the
new transmission slot to the next hop is the closest unused slot
to the right of the selected reception slot (slot 99 in Fig. 2).
Assuming at some point,E determines that one of the
(transmission) timeslots toD needs to be unscheduled. Fig. 3
depicts the schedule ofE at that point in time. NodeE has 3
reception slots fromF (slot 2, 5 and 97) and 4 transmission
slots to nodeD (3, 6, 95, 99).
LLSF unschedules the transmission slot in a 2-step process:
(1) for each transmission slot to the next hop, determine the
number of slots (the “gap”) between that and the previous
reception slot from the same neighbor. For example, in Fig. 3,
the gap between slots 5 (a reception slot) and 95 (a transmis-
sion slot) is 88 slots wide.(2) remove the transmission slot
which has the largest gap to its left. In Fig. 2, slot 95.
Fig. 2. The TSCH schedule of nodeE when LLSFschedulesan transmit slot to nodeD.
Fig. 3. The TSCH schedule of nodeE when LLSFunschedulesan transmit slot to nodeD.
III. E VALUATION
We implement LLSF in OpenWSN [5], the de-facto open-
source implementation of the 6TiSCH protocol stack. We
isolate the 5-hop path depicted in Fig. 1 and measure latency
on a 6-node linear topology network with OpenSim, the
network emulator of OpenWSN. NodeA is the DAGroot of
the network, nodeF is the one which generates traffic that
travels to the DAGroot, all other nodes are just relaying data
and do not generate their own application traffic.
In a TSCH network, each timeslot is associated with a
unique ever-incrementing index called “Absolute Slot Num-
ber” (ASN). When generating a packet,F writes the current
ASN into the packet payload. When any of the nodes in the
network receives the packet, it retrieves the ASN from the
packet, calculates the duration the packet has been in the
network for (in timeslots) by subtracting that from the ASN
when the packet was received, and writes that on its serial
port.
Since subsequent packets would follow the same schedule
and hence have strong correlation in latency, we choose to
repeat the complete run for only one packet. At each run,F
only sends one application packet toA. We repeat 100 runs
for each scheduling function (SF0 and LLSF) and for each



























Fig. 5. Average accumulated latency using SF0 and LLSF at eachhop with
slotframe length of 31, 67 and 101 timeslots.
slotframe length (101, 67 and 31 slots), resulting in 600 runs.
A different random number generator seed is for each run.
Fig. 4 shows the latency of each of the 100 packets when
using both SF0 and LLSF with a slotframe of 101 timeslots.
It shows how, at the first hop (Fig. 4(a)), the latency for the
SF0 and LLSF is equivalent, as the data packet is generated
randomly, and is buffered for an equivalent amount of time.






















(a) F →E latency (first hop)






















(b) E →D latency (second hop)






















(c) D →C latency (third hop)






















(d) C →B latency (fourth hop)






















(e) B →A latency (fifth hop)
Fig. 4. Per-hop latency when using SF0 and LLSF with a slotframe of 101 timeslots. The latency for LLSF is 15 ms for all hops except the first.
For all subsequent hops, the latency of SF0 remains the same
as in the first hop, however, the average latency of LLSF drops
down to 15 ms (a single slot), as receive/transmit slots are
scheduled back-to-back.
Fig. 5 shows the latency an average packet accumulates as it
traverses the network. At the first hop, SF0 and LLSF account
for the same latency, but after the first hop, the cumulative
latency of LLSF plateaus and increments only by 15 ms
per slot. Fig. 5 depicts these results for 3 slotframe lengths
(101, 67 and 31 timeslots). Note that only a single timeslot is
scheduled by SF0 or LLSF per slotframe. For SF0, reducing
the length of the slotframe from 101 to 31 slot reduces the
latency by 2.65 s. For LLSF, the same change in slotframe
length only reduces the latency by 0.33 s, allowing LLSF
to operate with a much lower overhead (i.e. a 101-timeslot
slotframe) with only<500 us impact on end-to-end latency.
Fig. 6 summarizes the information from Fig. 5. The average
5-hop latency using SF0 with slotframe length of 31, 67 and
101 timeslots is 1.14 s, 2.48 s and 3.79 s, respectively. The
average 5-hop latency using LLSF with slotframe length of 31,
67 and 101 timeslots is 0.32 s, 0.54 s and 0.65 s, respectively.
This translates into a latency reduction of 71.9%, 78.2% and
82.8% when using LLSF instead of SF0.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a scheduling function which daisy-
chains timeslots along a multi-hop path, so that when a node
receives a packet in a slot, it can immediately retransmit it
in the next slot. We call this the Low Latency Scheduling
Function (LLSF).
The measurement campaign shows that, for a 5-hop sce-
nario, the end-to-end latency when using LLSF is 82.8% lower
than when using SF0. LLSF allows the slotframe to remain






























ig. 6. Average end-to-end latency using SF0 and LLSF with slotframe
length of 31, 7 and 101.
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